
Use Case Sheet

Enable Multi-Faceted Brand Protection

with WXA Intelligence

Brand protection used to be as straightforward as looking out for abusive resellers and

possible counterfeiters who use an enterprise’s name in bad faith and damage its

reputation in the process. In today’s digital landscape, brand protection continues to

evolve into a multifaceted business process, overlapping with IT, cybersecurity, fraud

detection and prevention, and crossing over to legal defense and litigation.

Whichever facet you focus on, WHOIS, IP, and DNS intelligence can serve as an asset

discovery and attribution source for any brand protection vehicle you maneuver for your

clients. We present four critical aspects of brand protection below, along with specific use

cases and data points you can glean from WhoisXMLAPI’s various intelligence sources.

Digital Risk Management and Protection
Online monitoring is an integral part of your advocacy to protect clients’ brand

and intellectual properties from digital risks. Among the questions you may ask

are: How is the client’s brand name used online? Who are they dealing with? Do

their supply chain and distribution channels pose risks? WhoisXML API can

help address these questions through WHOIS and IP data points.
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Phishing, Malicious Campaigns, and Other 
Related Cybercrime Prevention

Organizations that suffer from cybercrime incur not only financial

losses but also reputational damage. Therefore, preventing

phishing and other cybercrime lies at the core of brand protection

efforts. As threat actors continue to weaponize domains and

subdomains and use them as different avenues for malware

distribution, WHOIS, IP, and DNS data remain critical threat

intelligence sources. Here are specific ways WhoisXML API can

protect your clients from phishing and other similar cybercrime.
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Domain Name and DNS Management and Security

As a business sector, domain name management is flourishing and, at the same time, evolving

to meet clients’ urgent need for security. With domain hijacking, DNS abuse, and other related

threats lurking in the background, your clients need more than just domain registration and

management services—they also need protection. WhoisXML API intelligence sources,

gleaned from major data aggregators and cybersecurity players, can help.3
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Trademark Monitoring and Litigation

Clients entrust their trademarks, copyrights, and other intellectual property rights to law offices 

and legal agencies to speed up the process of dealing with infringers and abusers—a pressing 

responsibility that requires continuous monitoring and quick response. Internet domain and 

DNS activity is a rich source of intelligence that can help with trademark monitoring and 

litigation. Below are specific data points that WhoisXMLAPI can provide.4
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